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Fisk University Proposition 
 

 

 

• Founded in 1866, Fisk University is the oldest institution of higher education in Nashville, TN.  

At present, enrolment is approximately 750 students – which, while up from previous years is 

still far from the near 1,700 students in 1972.  

 

• In 1873, the Fisk Jubilee singers performed for Queen Victoria who suggested they must be 

from the Music City of the United States – hence the moniker for Nashville, Tennessee. The 

Jubilee Singers also did the first ever recording in the ‘music city’.  

 

• The Carl Van Vechten Gallery features some of the most important Modern American art 

including works by Alfred Stieglitz, Georgia O’Keeffe, Charles Demuth, Marsden Hartley 

and Aaron Douglas. Moreover, the Gallery features some extraordinary Modern European 

works by Pablo Picasso, Paul Cezanne and Auguste-Pierre Renoir.  

 

• The impressive list of Fisk graduates includes the philosopher, historian and civil rights 

activist W.E.B Dubois, Presidential Medal of Freedom recipient John Hope Franklin, Civil 

Rights icon Diane Nash, two time Pulitzer Prize winner David Levering Lewis, former United 

States secretary of Energy Hazel O’Leary and U.S Representative John Lewis.  

 

• Fisk University is #6 among HBCU’ in the USA Today rankings for 2018/19.  Fisk’s 

longstanding legacy of excellence is particularly pronounced in the STEM and Business 

disciplines. To date, Fisk has won four prestigious R&D 100 awards. 
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About the Galleries 

 

 
 

 

Fisk University Galleries maintains a permanent collection with over 4000 objects that span 

four centuries of art history. Paul Cézanne, Pablo Picasso, Alexander Calder, Henry O. Tanner, 

Elizabeth Catlett, Diego Rivera, Aaron Douglas, Georgia O’Keeffe, and Alfred Stieglitz are Just 

a few of the acclaimed artists represented in the permanent collection. Pieces from the extensive 

collection are exhibited regularly in permanent and temporary Installations at the university’s 

Carl Van Vechten and Aaron Douglas galleries. 

 

The Carl Van Vechten Gallery is housed in a late 19th century Victorian building and is the 

University’s main exhibition venue. The gallery was established in 1949 when the acclaimed 

American painter Georgia O’Keeffe donated the extraordinary group of works that form The 

Alfred Stieglitz Collection. The collection was given in honor of O’Keeffe’s late husband, 

Alfred Stieglitz, the pioneering American photographer and art impresario. The gallery was 

named in honor of Carl Van Vechten, an American novelist, critic, photographer and 

philanthropist, who played an important role in securing the Stieglitz Collection for Fisk. The 

Carl Van Vechten Gallery features a permanent installation of the Stieglitz Collection on a 

biannual basis and regularly scheduled temporary exhibitions. 

 

The Aaron Douglas Gallery was established in 1994 in honor of the renowned Harlem 

Renaissance artist and former Fisk art professor Aaron Douglas. Located on the 3rd floor of the 

John Hope and Aurelia Franklin Library, the Aaron Douglas Gallery offers a regular schedule 

of exhibitions that feature works from the permanent collection as well as art works by faculty, 

students and leading contemporary artists. 
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The galleries are an integral part of 

the Fisk University’s experience and 

vision. The current Director of the 

Fisk University Galleries, who 

assumed the role in 2015, has done 

a wonderful job engaging students 

and the community. His focus has 

been on 1) developing new 

partnerships and programs to 

facilitate access and training for the 

next generation of artists, arts 

leaders and art advocates, and 2) 

continuing to advance the 

preservation, protection, and promotion of our collection. Over the past 3 years, the 

Gallery team has opened 15 exhibitions, recruited and trained over 60 Gallery 

Ambassadors, welcomed over 20,000 visitors from across the world, and developed and 

sustained partnerships with museums, academic and community organizations. This elite 

team has also given over 50 talks and featured on panels throughout the United States 

and abroad. The Fisk University Galleries have also secured funding from the Tennessee 

Arts Commission, the Walton Family Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and the Andy 

Warhol Foundation. 

 

Last year, Fisk University unveiled its Strategic Plan: Transformations. The plan 

includes seven guiding principles: 1) Transformational Student Experience; 2) Academic 

Excellence; 3) Thrive; 4) Diversity and Social Justice; 5) Community Partnerships; 6) 

Continuous Improvement; and 7) Globalization.  In an effort to further align with the 

strategic plan, we launched the Fisk University Museum Leadership Program 

(FMLP) with support from the Diversifying Art Museum Leadership Initiative funded 

by the Walton Family Foundation and the Ford Foundation. The goal of FMLP is to 

train, develop, and diversify the professionals within the museum field. Our 2018 cohort 

of scholars included 10 students from 5 HBCU’S. The FMLP has enabled them to work 

with museum professionals from all across the country. Among other projects, they 

curated an exhibition entitled Echoes of the Harlem Renaissance, currently on view in 

the Aaron Douglas Gallery. In the coming months, they will complete their final module, 

Development, and begin a year-long fellowship with one of our partner institutions.  

 

Fisk University remains deeply committed to the importance of the arts and our Director 

of the Galleries plays an essential role in ensuring the academic and professional success 

of students.   
 

 

 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2ft.e2ma.net%2fclick%2fuv9zmb%2faggv8w%2feno1lq&c=E,1,EPMizZi1wDiW56aajoU4dA46fUK6y3qLAhIthD-enobZ1H_TB1tlsXzywgc-rSblukw90yhpRWRFwNEIkxomYyN9VNPt7LUBeyxx8sthGtcuJ8Dm25Zg&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2ft.e2ma.net%2fclick%2fuv9zmb%2faggv8w%2feno1lq&c=E,1,EPMizZi1wDiW56aajoU4dA46fUK6y3qLAhIthD-enobZ1H_TB1tlsXzywgc-rSblukw90yhpRWRFwNEIkxomYyN9VNPt7LUBeyxx8sthGtcuJ8Dm25Zg&typo=1
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2ft.e2ma.net%2fclick%2fuv9zmb%2faggv8w%2fufp1lq&c=E,1,fnxzIh9hVRrmkUR6Zl0zdVCD2gsACYRlpH0-LEAe8mxBs8M5IIINq6BAVcfRa9JVavfSM7OmbuLFIyQgOaz6z6FMOs_jllJOITJKEHZkG_w7r2wVP39W3GTnlXog&typo=1
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Select Programs 
 

      
 

Babies in the Gallery (BIG) Program 

 

Babies in the Gallery is a program for 0-12-month olds to engage with artworks in meaningful 

ways; it is led by Fisk University students: art educator and Tanner Art Society President Maya 

Alston and Fisk musicians Dwayne Mitchell, Crystal Brooks, Dartisha Mosely, and Chelsea 

Cunningham. Artworks are paired with songs, and parents are encouraged to observe their babies’ 

responses to the artworks and the pairings. It’s proven to be a wonderful learning and bonding 

experience for all ages, 

described by participants as 

“magical,” “amazing,” 

“brilliant,” and “beautiful.” We 

often have about the maximum 

attendance--10 adults and 10 

babies 

 

…. 

 

 

 

STEAM Series with Physics Professor Kent Wallace  

The STEAM Series @ Fisk University Galleries brings together voices from the Science, 

Technology, Engineering, Art, and Mathematics disciplines to highlight new and exciting ways of 

experiencing art, STEM, and the world around us. Fisk Physics Professor Kent Wallace uses the 

art on view in the gallery as a jumping off point for exploring scientific themes. 
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Student Testimonials 
 

    Emani Mhoon ’19 

    Business Administration 

    Mobile, AL 

 

“As a student athlete; I’ve experienced a lot of competitive challenges. 

However, Fisk identified my leadership qualities and helped to cultivate these 

skills to mold me into the leader that I am today. I am appreciative of the top        

tier education, exposure, and mentorship that I have received.”    

 

            Jillian Allen ’19 

          Business Administration 

              Flint, MI 

“Fisk does an amazing job providing an excellent education, extracurricular 

activities and a blossoming environment. Our liberal arts university has a broad 

spectrum of classes to peak your interest.  If I could relive my college experience, 

I would choose Fisk every time!” 

      

Tonya Torres ’18 

Political Science 

Houston, TX 

 

“The rich history and intimate size are what ultimately sold me and Fisk 

University has yet to disappoint.  The family environment, the Fisk Jubilee 

Singers, and the student life culture has made my experience one of a kind.  I 

didn’t choose Fisk.  Fisk chose me.” 

 

        Bikki Nagarkoti ’19 

  Computer Science 

        Nepal 

 

 “The small class size has fostered strong relations with my professors and 

peers. I received immense help and support throughout my undergraduate 

journey. Fisk as offered countless opportunities in college and beyond.  I 

will always be indebted to Fisk and my professors.” 

 

 

 

Khrystopher Hatch ’18 

Business Administration 

Nashville, TN 

 

“Being able to attend Fisk University has truly been a life changing experience 

that goes far beyond the excellent education that I have received here!  It is 

directly because of this exceptional and unique institution that I have been 

exposed to world class opportunities.” 
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Our Request 
 

Fisk University respectfully requests a gift of $2,000,000 to help establish the 

Endowed Chair for the Director of the Fisk University Galleries. 

 

A named Endowed Chair may be established with a fund of no less than $2,000,000 

and will exist in perpetuity. Annual earnings from this fund will directly support the 

Director of the Fisk University Galleries. 

 

This fund may be created with a minimum contribution of $2,000,000, contributed 

as a single payment upon establishment of the endowed fund, or with an initial 

contribution of $666,666 and the balance contributed over the following two years. 

 

Conclusion 
 

We hope you will support the Endowed Chair for the Director of the Fisk 

University Galleries, and thus encourage driven and talented students to choose 

Fisk for their educational pursuits. Your gift will help transform our campus and 

inspire Fisk students as well as for their communities for generations to come. Fisk 

has played an extraordinary role in the American story and we are confident the 

best is yet to come.  

 

Thank you for your consideration of this special gift opportunity. 

 

 


